This article is about the cognitive science of visual art. Artists create physical artifacts (such as sculptures or paintings) which depict people, objects, and events. These depictions are usually stylized rather than photo-realistic. How is it that humans are able to understand and create stylized representations? Does this ability depend on general cognitive capacities or an evolutionary adaptation for art? What role is played by learning and culture?
Introduction
Look at the artworks in Figure 1 . Each of them is stylized and easily distinguished from a photo. Yet you can effortlessly recognize what is depicted (e.g. people, horses, ducks) and form a judgment about the aesthetic quality of the depictions. Answers to these questions will invoke both general human abilities (e.g. vision, manual dexterity) and abilities specialized for visual art. Yet what is the balance between them? Here are two opposing positions:
Art-specific Position On this view, understanding stylized representations requires skills specific to visual art. These skills have two very different sources. Humans could have an evolutionary adaptation for art, an "art instinct" analogous to the language instinct [1] . Humans can also learn art-specific skills. These skills could come from immersion in visual art or from being taught an explicit "visual language", where arbitrary symbols are used to denote concepts [2, 3] .
Generalist Position
On this view, general human abilities are sufficient to understand and create stylized representations. These abilities depend on both innate and learned capacities (e.g. learning to recognize animals) but have nothing to do with art [4, pp.526; 5] . This predicts that humans with no exposure to art could understand Figure 1 , and that art is accessible across cultures because it exploits general abilities shared by all humans. In Gombrich's analogy artists are like locksmiths: they forge "master keys for opening the mysterious locks of our senses" [6] .
There have been some experimental tests of the Generalist position. In a psychology study in the 1960s, two professors kept their son from seeing any pictures or photos until the age of 19 months. On viewing line-drawings for the first time, the child immediately recognized what was depicted [7] . 1 Yet aside from this study, we have limited data on humans with zero exposure to visual representations. The Generalist position also suggests that there's no innate art instinct. This is hard to determine today because neuroscience lacks a detailed picture of how the visual system processes art.
Deep neural networks provide a new source of evidence for choosing between the Art-specific and Generalist positions. For the first time in history, there are algorithms for object recognition that approach human performance across a wide range of datasets [8, 9] . This enables novel computational experiments akin to depriving a child of visual art. It's possible to train a network to recognize objects (e.g. people, horses, chairs) without giving it any exposure to visual art and then test whether it can understand and create artistic representations. In other words, can a network trained to recognize ordinary objects generalize to visual art? If so, this would support the Generalist position. This "deprivation" experiment for neural nets has not yet been carried out systematically. However similar experiments have: people have used Deep Dream and Style Transfer to generate intriguing images [10, 11] . In this article, I will argue that the results of Deep Dream and Style Transfer show that neural nets for object recognition can generalize to art. This helps to explain how human general abilities could suffice for understanding and creating visual art, and so provides support for the Generalist position.
Here is an outline of the article: Part 1 reviews evidence that neural nets for object recognition can generate artlike images without having been exposed to visual art during training. I explain Feature Visualization, Deep Dream, and Style Transfer. These techniques create images by optimizing to cause a certain pattern of activation in a trained neural net. The techniques can be combined to produce images that are superstimuli for features of the network (as in Feature Visualization), and transcriptions of content into a different style or medium (as in Style Transfer).
In Part 2, I argue that humans could create art by a similar process to Feature Visualization and Style Transfer. This helps to explain the origins and development of visual art on the Generalist position. Humans do not perform gradient descent but instead apply general intelligence to optimize physical artifacts for the human visual system.
Part 1: Creating art with networks for object recognition
Can neural networks trained to recognize objects generalize to visual art (having been "deprived" of art during training)? Can such networks create visual art? In reviewing the evidence, I limit my discussion to convolutional networks trained to label objects on datasets like ImageNet [12] . Networks trained explicitly to generate images, such as GANs and variational autoencoders, are beyond the scope of this article. 2 The ImageNet dataset is not completely free of visual art. A small proportion of images contain art or design. 3 Yet it's not part of the task to recognize what is depicted in this art, and so training on ImageNet is a reasonable approximation of "depriving" a network of art. A related concern is that the network learns something about visual art simply by training on photos, because photos are created and processed for human consumption. I discuss this concern in Section 2.4. I will introduce some terminology to aid exposition. I refer to a convolutional net trained on ImageNet as a "recognition net". The experiments described in this article use a few different convolutional architectures (VGG, GoogLeNet and ResNets) and so the term "recognition net" will refer to one of these architectures. 2 GANs generate impressive artistic images but they seem less informative than ImageNet models about the Generalist vs. Art-specific debate. First, some GANs are trained on human visual art, while ImageNet models are not. Second, GANs are explicitly trained to generate images. We know the human visual system is optimized by evolution for object recognition but we are uncertain about whether it's also optimized for generating images [13] . 3 For example, the ImageNet classes for jigsaw puzzles and books.
Can neural nets comprehend human paintings?
The simplest test for whether a recognition net can comprehend visual art is to run the net on paintings and drawings. If there's a dog in the painting, is it recognized as a dog? Unfortunately, there is not much research on this question. One paper tested YOLO, a conv-net based model, on a range of European paintings [14] . Figure 2 shows some of the network's outputs. The overall results are fairly impressive but substantially below human performance. The results could likely be improved by applying recent advances in visual recognition. Figure 2 . Outputs from applying YOLO to paintings. YOLO is a conv-net based model for recognition and localization. It was not trained on visual art but can generalize to it. In the two leftmost images, YOLO successfully recognizes humans and a dog (reproduced from [14] ).
In the image on the right, YOLOv3 incorrectly identifies people as "stop sign" or "frisbee" (generated by the author using [15] ).
Generating images by Feature Visualization
One way of using a recognition net to generate art-like images is Feature Visualization ("FV") and the closely related Deep Dream. Researchers developed FV to help interpret neural networks, by visualizing the features computed by neurons [16, 17] . To visualize a neuron we synthesize an image that maximizes the neuron's activation ( Fig. 3 ). The image pixels are iteratively optimized by gradient ascent, backpropagating the activation from the neuron to the pixels. The same technique can be used to visualize a class label (e.g. the "fox" class), a channel, or an entire layer (as in Deep Dream). Intuitively, the idea of FV is to create an image that's a superstimulus for a neuron without knowing in advance what feature the neuron corresponds to.
I will sketch the formal details of FV. Suppose we are generating a visualization for the i-th class label. Let f i θ (x) be the probability that image x is in class i, where f θ is the neural net with parameter vector θ and x is a vector of the image pixels. The objective is to find the image x * such that: To optimize this objective, we compute the derivative of the probability with respect to the components of x:
This contrasts with the normal use of backpropagation for training the network, where the derivative is taken with respect to components of θ. To visualize a neuron in one of the middle convolutional layers, we evaluate f θ up to that layer and backpropagate from there. For initialization, the image x is set either to random noise or to a photo. Projected Gradient Ascent can be used to keep x from diverging too much from the photo [18] , and image regularization and preconditioning can be used to reduce high-frequency noise [16] .
Visualizations for the class labels of a robustly-trained ResNet are shown in Figure 4 [18] . It's an important and surprising fact that these images resemble animals. The recognition net was trained only to distinguish between animals, not to generate images of them. 4 Yet the net implicitly learns a model of how the animals look, which FV is able to extract and visualize. . Visualizations for class labels "dog", "bird", and "insect" for a robust ResNet trained on Restricted ImageNet. Images are initialized to a Gaussian fit to training photos and optimized by PGD. Reproduced from [18] Visualizations for neurons from the middle layers of a recognition net (GoogleNet) are shown in Figure 5 [16] . These neurons seem to code for parts of objects that are useful for classification, such as pointy snouts and the top of a screw. The visualizations look quite different from photos in ImageNet. Like the superstimuli studied in animal behavior research, they are simplified, off-distribution inputs that cause intense activation for the network [19, 5] .
Neurons in earlier layers seem to compute lower-level features of objects ( Fig. 5 ). Visualizations for these neurons contain abstract, geometric forms, including:
• blocks of color • straight lines, V-shapes, zigzags, circles.
• grids, honeycomb tiling, spots, webs Bottom row: Visualizations for channels in an earlier convolutional layer, coding for curved diagonal lines, webbing, spots, grid squares, and pink fabric. Images reproduced from [16] .
These forms are also found in abstract and decorative art. Indeed, various scientists have hypothesized that people enjoy abstract forms in art because they are superstimuli for geometric features the brain uses to recognize objects. 5
Deep Dream, caricatures, and hybrids
Deep Dream ("DD") is a variation on Feature Visualization where an image is optimized for the activation of an entire convolutional layer [10] . 6 Images generated by Deep Dream reflect the distinctions the network cares most about. Training on ImageNet, which requires distinguishing between 120 different dog breeds, produces a preponderance of dogs, whereas the "Places" dataset produces arches and windows. Figure 6 shows how Deep Dream transforms meatballs into dog heads. This transformation is fairly subtle: if you zoom out the two images look very similar. Yet there's a big difference in our experience of the images. The transformed image is dense with details like eyes, scales, and insect legs. Deep Dream can do a lot with a little, using subtle changes to evoke an abundance of semantic detail. In this way, Deep Dream is similar to stylized representations in visual art, such as caricatures, which use a small amount of visual information to evoke a particular individual [22] . The artist John Ambrosi has made spectacular use of this "subtle" application of Deep Dream in his series "Dreamscapes". 7 On the other hand, if Deep Dream is run for longer on an image, the transformation becomes much less subtle (see Fig. 7 left). Deep Dream generates bizarre structures that look like hybrid creatures. This kind of hybrid can also be created in a controlled way by FV, by optimizing a photo towards particular features in the recognition net ( Fig. 7 ). It seems that for neural nets, the ability to generate normal animals goes hand-in-hand with the ability to recombine animal parts into hybrids. The same is plausibly true of humans, as hybrid creatures are a common trope in visual art.
Deep Dream = art for the neural net
The images generated by Feature Visualization and Deep Dream have some of the basic properties of human visual art, including accurate representation of natural objects, abstract forms, and caricature. Yet, as I will discuss in Part 2, the images lack global coherence, emotional expressiveness, and variety. My goal in this article is to relate neural networks to questions of how humans understand and create visual art. For this goal, the process of Feature Visualization is as important as the results. The process generates intense or "meaning-dense" stimuli for the recognition net. We could think of this as art for the recognition net, rather than art for humans. It's noteworthy that humans also find Deep Dream images intense and semantically dense. If the recognition net was trained on a task closer to human learning (e.g. captioning photos of complex social situations), this "art for neural nets" would plausibly get closer to human visual art (see Section 2.3).
Style Transfer and Medium Transfer
There are two other properties of human visual art that Feature Visualization does not capture:
Style Re-use
Artists create new works that re-use the style of previous works.
Transcription
Humans make art in physical media with different formal properties than human visual perception. For example, woodcut prints are 2D, monochrome, and static, whereas human visual perception is a binocular, full-color video stream. (By contrast, FV generates images with the same form as Ima-geNet photos). So artists transcribe their visual perception into physical media with formal constraints.
Neural Style Transfer ("ST") is a technique that uses a recognition net to achieve a simplified version of properties 1 and 2. ST generates an image that fuses the style and content of two source images [11] . Like FV, the algorithm for ST optimizes an image to cause a particular response in a recognition net. Yet instead of optimizing for the activation of a neuron, ST optimizes the image to match the internal representation (or "embedding") of the style and content images under the recognition net (see Figure 8 ). I will sketch the algorithm. As before, the recognition net f θ is a convolutional net (such as VGG or robust ResNet) trained on ImageNet. The representation of an image x under f θ at the k-th layer is defined as the set of all activations at the layer. The style of image x under f θ is defined as a set of spatial statistics (the correlation matrix) of the representations of x at multiple convolutional layers. Thus style depends on low-and mid-level features of x but is invariant to spatial location. The content of x is its representation at one of the later convolutional layers. 8 Style Transfer aims to generate a fusion image x * with style close to the style image x s and content close to the content image x c . Thus the objective is a weighted sum of the style loss L c (the L 2 distance between styles) and the content loss L c (the L 2 distance between contents):
Here α and β are the weights for the style and content losses. The definition of style in ST mostly captures small-scale features like colors, textures, and brush strokes, and does not fully capture the richer notion of style found in the study of art history. Nevertheless, the results of ST are surprisingly impressive ( Fig. 9 ) and demonstrate two facts about the recognition net:
1. By training on photos, the net has learned features that are general-purpose enough to capture the low-level structure of paintings.
2. The net can recognize the content even if the low-level textures differ from anything seen in training. For ST to generate Figure 9 , the net must see the content (i.e. a frontal shot of a dog) in the fusion images, despite never having seen a dog with the textures and colors of the "crayon" or "abstract" style images. 9
The physical medium of visual art
The style images for Figure 9 are taken from artworks in different physical media, such as linocut, charcoal drawing and oil painting. Style Transfer is able to transcribe content into fusion images that reflect some of the low-level features of these media. This could be taken a step further by designing physical artifacts rather than digital images. The idea is to replace the soft constraints imposed by the style image by hard constraints imposed by the physical medium (Fig. 11 ). The physical artifact would be optimized such that, when viewed by the recognition net, it causes a content representation similar to the source content. I refer to this extension of ST as "Medium Transfer". To implement Medium Transfer, you need to define the space of ways to modify the physical medium. This would be the space of cuts for a woodcut print ( Fig. 11 ) or the space of arrangements of tiles in a mosaic. Some physical artifacts have been designed using ideas similar to Medium Transfer: see Section 1.4 (Perception Engines) and [24, 26] .
Before computers made digital art possible, human artists had no choice but to work in a physical medium. Yet physical media are also important because they contribute to the viewer's experience of an artwork. 10 9 This might seem trivial, as the fusion image is optimized precisely to be recognizable to the net. However, the fusion images do not appear to be "adversarial" [25] as we humans can also recognize them as satisfying the objective of fusing the style and content images. 10 The physical medium and the "message" or significance of the artwork can interact. Here are some examples: (1) The use of real gold in religious art. (2) A marble sculpture (e.g. Bernini's Rape of Proserpina) can be especially effective by accurately rendering skin or hair using a hard material. (3) In Degas's drawings of a woman drying herself with towel, the "trace of the pastel rubbing against the paper's surface subliminally registers the motion of the towel against the woman's skin" [3] . Figure 9 . Style Transfer. The style images have contrasting low-level features and correspond to different physical media. This can also be seen as a simplified version of "Medium Transfer". The fusion images were generated by the author using VGG as in [11] , initialized from the content image. Image sources. Figure 10 . Combining ST and FV. The images in left column are content images generated by FV (first two rows) and DD (third row). Fusion images generated by the author using ST as in Fig. 9 . Zoom in to see details.
content loss content image artwork physical medium (hard constraints) Ideas: display content as a few clips from a video we get the representation more from visual system and comparison is a "deeper" thing. so could have schematic of eyes for first one and brain for second one. Or just have boxes: human visual system, and then loss function for parity. probability better.
Should probably have real artwork. Like an actual woodcut. Should have a diagram for PO. That has both the transcription objective and the superstimulus one.
Simple way is to include in loss a term for "super-stimulus" and maybe highlight this by breaking out the different losses.
Probably clearest thing: show medium transfer where you have no constraint. Important thing is that you need picture of actual physical thing (the wood, the cut, the image) and can use a photo as content. and the physical medium takes role of style, but there's not a style loss. recognition net recognition net content image Figure 11 . Medium Transfer. A possible extension of ST where the style loss is replaced by the hard constraints imposed by a physical medium. In this example, the objective is to make the woodcut print that best matches the content image. The print is created by making cuts into wood and so is constrained to be monochrome and have low spatial resolution. Image source.
Sensory Optimization = Feature Visualization + Style Transfer
Feature Visualization and Style Transfer both optimize an image to cause a particular pattern of activation in a recognition net. The two objective functions can be combined into a single objective and optimized in a unified process. I will introduce the term "Sensory Optimization" (SO) for this kind of process. In particular, an SO process has the following properties:
1. Images are created by local optimization to cause a certain pattern of activation in a visual recognition system.
Superstimulus property:
images cause higher activation for features of the recognition system than training images.
3. Transcription property: images are in a different physical medium and style than the training images.
Combining FV and ST is one example of Sensory Optimization (see Fig. 12 ), and results of a simplified implementation of this are shown in Figure 10 . However SO is not limited to artificial neural nets. Figure 13 illustrates how humans could implement SO. This is similar to Style Transfer (Fig. 8 ), but the content images (digital photos) are replaced by a human's visual input (binocular video) and the loss functions depend on the human's internal representation of this input. In Part 2, SO in humans will be explained in detail.
Another example of SO was introduced by the artist Tom White in his work "Perception Engines" [27] . White used an algorithm to discover abstract forms that look to a recognition net like everyday objects. This combines FV and ST in one optimization objective. Even more so than Deep Dream, the resulting images "do a lot with a little", conveying an object class with a low complexity image ( Fig. 14) . White used the same idea to create abstract superstimuli for a filter for pornographic images [28] . 11 White's abstract images often resemble (to human eyes) the objects they are intended to depict. The fact that the neural net recognizes this same resemblance is further evidence of generalization from photos to stylized depictions. White also implemented a version of Medium Transfer by making physical prints based on the digital images optimized by SO. The recognition net classified the prints in the same way as the digital images.
Part 2: Sensory Optimization and human cognition
In the Introduction, I asked whether general human abilities are sufficient for comprehending and creating visual art ("Generalist position" Figure 13 : Sensory Optimization for humans. The human visual system ("human vision") takes the role of conv net. The artwork is optimized to be a superstimulus and to transcribe the content video into the style of the style image. Constraints are also imposed by the physical medium (as in Fig. 11 ) but this is not shown. For more on SO in humans, see Section 2.2. Image sources. Figure 14 . Semi-abstract images that are classified as "toilet", "house tick", and "pornographic" ("NSFW") by recognition nets. From Tom White's "Perception Engines" and "Pitch Dream" [27] .
explores the implications of these neural net results for human cognition and the Generalist position.
The Sensory Optimization Hypothesis
I will formulate a hypothesis about how the results from Part 1 relate to visual art in humans. The hypothesis has two premises:
The Sensory Optimization Hypothesis I'll clarify some terms. If system s "performs Sensory Optimization" then s optimizes a physical artifact to cause particular visual effects on s. Neural nets can do this with gradient descent, and in Section 2.2 I claim humans can do this using general intelligence. The term "basic visual art" will be explained in Section 2.3, but roughly means "stylized, expressive representations in a physical medium".
The Sensory Optimization Hypothesis is a claim that the results from neural nets in Part 1 generalize to humans. This claim has the following implications:
1. Visual art likely emerged once humans had the general intelligence to perform SO, i.e. to create physical artifacts with the transcription and superstimulus properties. There was no need for a visual language or art-specific evolutionary adaptations.
The Style Transfer component of SO captures one way artists can borrow
from previous work. This borrowing does not require any art-specific abilities. (In practice, artists usually have extensive, art-specific knowledge and experience.)
3. We expect children to understand artistic representations from an early age. Adults in cultures without visual art should also be able to understand these representations with minimal instruction. Predictions for non-human primates are less clearcut. 12 In the following sections, I will address three objections to the Sensory Optimization Hypothesis and in doing so clarify some of the relevant concepts ("Sensory Optimization", "basic visual art", "human-level recognition"). Here are the objections:
Can humans perform Sensory Optimization?
SO can be realized by the FV and ST algorithms applied to conv nets. It's not clear the human brain can realize this kind of algorithm, as our visual system differs from conv nets and we cannot optimize by gradient descent. Moreover, the creative process in humans does not resemble simple algorithms like FV.
Can Sensory Optimization create impressive art?
It's not clear that SO could ever create a set of artworks that matches the range and depth of human art.
Humans don't learn from photos
The recognition nets in Part 1 are trained on photos. It's unclear whether the results about FV and ST would carry over to nets trained on data that is closer to human perceptual input (e.g. something like binocular video).
Can humans perform Sensory Optimization?
In neural nets, Sensory Optimization can be realized by combining Feature Visualization and Style Transfer (Fig. 12 ). The human brain cannot implement FV and ST but could implement analogs of these algorithms. This would involve evaluating analogs of the FV and ST objective functions and then optimizing these objectives. I'll explain the evaluation and optimization processes in turn.
Humans evaluating the FV and ST objectives
In FV the objective function for an image depends on the activation of neurons in the recognition net. The neurons correspond to classes (e.g. dog), high-level features (e.g. dog ears), and low-level features (e.g. shapes, colors). It's obvious that humans can recognize classes and features in images. But are we aware (even subconsciously) 12 As well as [7] , which was discussed in the Introduction, there is evidence that children can recognize objects in pictures before six months [30, 31] suggesting this ability does not depend on verbal instruction. The literature on adults from cultures without visual art is more equivocal [32] , but I'm unaware of any systematic evidence against the SO Hypothesis. There is also evidence showing that primates can spontaneously recognize objects in black-and-white photographs [32] . Primates' ability to create visual art seems to be limited, but may be because they lack the general intelligence to perform SO. of the level of activation of features in the brain? This is unclear. However, we are aware of some quantities that seem to be related. People can judge the typicality/prototypicality of objects and features and also judge how diagnostic features are of a class. 13 So people could optimize images explicitly for typicality and diagnosticity. Moreover, when people describe an image as vivid, beautiful or interesting, it's possible they are partly responding to the typicality of elements of the image. 14 In ST the objective is for the fusion image to match the representations of the style and content images. Humans do not implement this exact algorithm, but they do make similar evaluations. When shown two paintings side-by-side, people without expertise in art can judge how well they match in style. 15 This style comparison is more demanding for humans than neural nets because we have to switch visual attention between the two paintings.
Optimization using general intelligence
In neural nets, the optimization for Feature Visualization simultaneously modifies millions of pixels every gradient step. Yet if humans are modifying a painting or drawing, they take actions serially, one stroke at a time, which is a huge speed disadvantage. Humans also evaluate images serially: many eye-movements are required to take in a large, detailed painting [13] .
How could humans do Sensory Optimization with this speed disadvantage? It's important to note that SO in humans is blackbox search. When humans first made art, they had no understanding of the human visual system and no deterministic rules for drawing a picture of an animal that actually looks like the animal. Humans were faced with a trial-and-error search, where exploration is slow due to serial actions. Yet humans had a crucial advantage: general intelligence. People can speed up search by developing an intuition for which actions are promising (as in chess), by hierarchical planning, by analytical techniques (e.g. linear perspective), and by learning from other people. This kind of intelligent local search is plausibly how humans first created practical technologies such as metal tools, architecture, and cooking.
The simplest application of SO in humans is to a single artist painting a particular scene in a particular style. This matches the usual setup for ST in neural nets. Yet this doesn't account either for the development of style (see Section 2.2.2) or for how the content of paintings depends on previous paintings. In painting a Madonna, medieval artists would make only small changes in style and content to previous Madonnas. This suggests a different "implementation" of SO in 13 People can look at a photo and judge whether someone is typical of a boxer or ballerina, and whether someone has typical ears or front teeth. Likewise, people are aware that a tiger's stripes are diagnostic of a tiger; the stripes distinguish the tiger from other animals. Also see [33, 34] .
14 It has been argued that beauty is associated with typicality and the vividness of caricature with diagnosticity [35, 6] . 15 Comparing paintings side-by-side is easier than identifying the style of a single painting.
humans. As well as being implemented by a single artist, SO can be implemented by a succession of artists in an artistic lineage. Having many artists contribute to the same enterprise allows for more exploration, which is important given the slowness of human search. 16
Can Sensory Optimization create impressive art?
Based on Part 1, Sensory Optimization appears to lack the following features of human visual art: 
Coherence
In FV and DD images, individual objects are often structurally incoherent (e.g. asymmetric faces or bodies) and the overall arrangement of objects is either stereotyped or random. One possible cause is the local receptive fields of convolutional nets [36] . Another is that doing well on ImageNet does not require recognizing whether objects or scenes are coherent. I expect general progress in object recognition to mitigate these issues. So if SO is applied to neural nets for vision in the future, I expect more coherent images.
Inventing new styles
It's plausible that SO could be extended to develop artistic styles. The idea would be to optimize the "style image" from ST as well as the "fusion image". As a concrete example, here's a possible objective function:
• FV component: We optimize for class labels related to outdoor scenes and landscapes (e.g. trees, rivers, buildings, clouds, sunlight) and for positive emotions and beauty (see Section 2.3.3 below).
• ST component: The content is outdoor scenes and the physical medium is oil paint. We also optimize over the style, by parameterizing the color palette, brush size, thickness of paint, etc.
I expect optimizing for this objective to yield a style that's closer to Monet or Turner than to Egon Schiele, but it's hard to predict. The general idea is that styles are optimized to help create superstimuli for a certain kind of content. There are many ways to explore this idea experimentally by building on existing work on FV and ST.
Emotional expression and aesthetic properties
The ability to communicate emotions and feelings is an important property of art. For some theorists it's the defining property of high art [37, 38, pp.264] . Images generated by FV and ST are lacking in both the range and clarity of emotional expression. I claim this is because emotion labels were not part of the recognition net's training. FV can optimize an image to activate "dog" or "dog snout" neurons, but not to activate "sadness", "fear", "peacefulness", or "nostalgia".
In contrast to ImageNet, human visual experience is associated both with object categories and with emotions. If you see a German Shepherd running at you, you feel fear. If you see someone crying, you infer that the person is sad. A dataset could be created where photos are annotated with this kind of emotional association. 17 Training on such a dataset would allow a neural net to predict both the emotions of people in photos and also the emotions induced by scenes in the photos. 18 As well as emotions, aesthetic properties play a central role in visual art. Works of art might be beautiful, sublime, elegant, uncanny, garish or (intentionally) dull [21, pp.18 ]. It's not possible to optimize for these properties having trained on ImageNet. Yet human visual experience comes coupled with aesthetic evaluations. We might see a beautiful tree, an elegant swan, an ugly patch of land. It's plausible that training on a dataset with aesthetic annotations would help SO generate images with particular aesthetic properties. 19
Communicating ideas and experiences
Consider a painting that depicts a scene from a particular war. Like a news report, the painting straightforwardly communicates information about the war. However, the painting could also be effective at putting the viewer "in the shoes" of participants in the war, conveying the feelings and thoughts of participants [39] . So the viewer might learn something about this particular war and something about war in general.
It does not seem possible for FV to generate this war painting from scratch. FV generates images that reflect the existing visual knowledge of the recognition net. If the net doesn't know about the particular war, then FV can't communicate either basic facts about the war or rich experiences of it. (The war painting could be created by ST with the appropriate content image. But this just passes the buck to selecting the content image.)
Visual art can convey intellectual ideas, as is important in Surrealism, Conceptual Art and many other movements. Visual art can also communicate first-hand experiences of the world, as in the war painting example. It seems difficult for SO to account for these features of art, and so this would be a good topic for further research on SO.
Humans don't learn from photos
The main evidence for the Sensory Optimization Hypothesis comes from running Feature Visualization and Style Transfer on recognition nets trained on ImageNet.
The photos in ImageNet do not contain much visual art. Nevertheless, the photos are arguably "one step on the road towards art"; they are static, rectangular, and were processed to make them easy for humans to comprehend. This makes it less surprising that FV/DD images resemble art and that ST works well.
Stronger evidence for the Sensory Optimization Hypothesis could be obtained by training a network on inputs closer to human visual perception. Historically, humans learned to recognize objects by seeing them directly, and not by seeing photos or pictures. We could create a dataset where the inputs are based on a raw binocular video stream, with a shaky camera and varied points of view.
A related concern is that results in Part 1 from convolutional nets would not generalize to other neural architectures (e.g. recurrent models, attention-based models). It would be valuable to see if FV and ST can be "ported" to other architectures, especially those more similar to the human visual system [40, 41] .
Conclusion
Neural nets have great potential as a tool for understanding human cognition for visual art. The training data and task objective for a net can be precisely controlled, and we can learn about a trained net's capabilities by probing its internal representations and testing generalization on novel inputs.
In Part 1, I reviewed evidence about convolutional nets with minimal exposure to visual art. Despite training to recognize objects, these nets can be used to generate images that resemble visual art by the process of Sensory Optimization. SO combines the ideas behind Feature Visualization (superstimuli) and Style Transfer (transcription of content). Images generated by SO can be construed as art "for the neural net" rather than art for human consumption. I suggested ways to extend SO in neural nets to capture more properties of human art (Section 2.3). With richer datasets and tasks, SO could plausibly generate images that have novel artistic styles and that are formally coherent, emotionally expressive, and aesthetically pleasing.
I put forward the Sensory Optimization Hypothesis (Section 2.1). This is claim that SO in neural nets illustrates a general phenomenon: if a system can optimize artifacts to stimulate its own (human-level) visual recognition system, then the system can make basic visual art. Humans could optimize analogs of the FV and ST objectives by applying general intelligence to speed up blackbox search. The Sensory Optimization Hypothesis implies that general human abilities are sufficient for both creating and developing human art, undermining arguments for the necessity of cultural conventions (e.g. a symbolic language) or an innate art instinct.
There are many directions for future research:
• The Sensory Optimization Hypothesis could be tested more systematically, by looking at the images generated by networks with different architectures and more human-like training data (Section 2.4).
• SO could be investigated for visual art forms beyond painting and drawing, such as sculpture, architecture, fashion, cartoons, and movies.
• Section 2.2.2 discussed how SO could help explain the historical development of visual art. To take this idea further, we could train a recognition net on both ImageNet and art up to a particular period and then investigate how this net interprets art from later periods. Building on Section 2.3.2, we could also investigate the kind of styles the net invents.
• The idea underlying SO could be extended to music. Various people have taken a "Generalist position" on the cognitive abilities supporting music and have proposed theories on which music is a superstimulus for human language and auditory perception [4, 21, pp.138 ]. It's also plausible that music "transcribes" various human internal experiences or emotional states into a different medium (namely a sequence of sounds). Given recent advances in neural nets for recognizing human speech, it might be possible to generate "music for a neural net", analogous to the "art for neural nets" generated by FV and ST.
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